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Assumptions:
Trump’s top priorities are assumed to be anti-China, pro “made in the
USA”, bringing manufacturing back to the USA, especially pharma manufacturing
Trump would like an infrastructure spend, but not a top priority and probably
wouldn’t happen or maybe happen in year 2 (somewhere down the road),
especially if Republicans don't win the House
Biden’s top priority is assumed to be a tax increase along with an infrastructure
spend, big spending
Biden: Continued weakening of the US dollar, therefore strengthening of Gold,
more inflation, higher rates

Insights on how the Presidential Election will impact the
markets:
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In Summary, we’ve tried to highlight some of the longer term effects on various industries
as a result of the Presidential election in November. We don’t think this is the time to try
to jump-out of investments, then try to jump-back-into investments after the
election. Rather this is the time to have eyes wide open to the parties and the candidates
and look at the effects beyond just the month of November. In the mean time, for Warren
clients we have put together sophisticated hedging capabilities in our private fund, the
Warren Safer-Equity Fund, as well as published papers and put together hedging
capabilities for assets outside our private fund.
Disclosures: The information in this presentation is not an offer or solicitation to buy
or sell securities, securities derivatives, futures products, funds (public or private) or
any type of trading or investment advice, recommendation or strategy. Check with your
advisor to be sure your risk tolerance is factored into your investment decisions.
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The Evolving Role of Finance Chiefs
Sign up for The Balance Sheet, Forbes' biweekly newsletter from CFO Network Editor Ezequiel Minaya.
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Follow me on Twitter or LinkedIn. Check out my website.
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